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Abstract: The study of electrical currents in the topside ionosphere is of great importance, as it may al-
low a better understanding of the processes involved in the Sun–Earth interaction and magnetosphere–
ionosphere–thermosphere coupling, two crucial aspects debated by the Space Weather scientific
community. In this context, investigating the electrical conductivity parallel to the geomagnetic
field in the topside ionosphere is of primary importance because: (1) it provides information on the
capability of the ionosphere to conduct currents; (2) it relates current density and electric field through
Ohm’s law; (3) it can help to quantify the dissipation of currents; (4) it is generally modeled and not
locally measured by in situ missions. In this work, we used in situ measurements of electron density
and temperature recorded between 2019 and 2021 by the China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite
(CSES-01) flying with an orbital inclination of 97.4◦ and at an altitude of about 500 km to compute
the parallel electrical conductivity in the topside ionosphere at low and middle latitudes at the two
fixed local times (LT) characterizing the CSES-01 mission: around 02 and 14 LT. The results, which
are discussed in light of previous literature, highlight the dependence of conductivity on latitude
and longitude and are compared with those obtained using values both measured by the Swarm B
satellite (flying at a similar altitude) and modeled by the International Reference Ionosphere in the
same time period. In particular, we found a diurnal variation in parallel electrical conductivity, with
a slight hemispheric asymmetry. Daytime features are compatible with Sq and equatorial electrojet
current systems, containing “anomalous” low values of conductivity in correspondence with the
South Atlantic region that could be physical in nature.

Keywords: conductivity; field-aligned currents; topside ionosphere; CSES-01; swarm; IRI

1. Introduction

The study of the mechanisms that trigger, amplify and dissipate electrical currents
in the ionosphere is of great importance, as it may allow a better understanding of the
processes that regulate the Sun–Earth interaction and the magnetosphere–ionosphere–
thermosphere coupling, two crucial aspects at the centre of scientific debate. At the same
time, the amplification of ionospheric currents can have non-negligible Space Weather
effects, which may become critical during extreme solar events and the resulting impact
with the circumterrestrial environment. For example, ground-based infrastructure may
be subject to extra-currents and/or overvoltages associated with sharply peaked induced
geoelectric fields [1,2]. Geomagnetic disturbances associated with strong ionospheric
electric currents can affect the operation of global navigation and positioning systems [3].
The deposition of energy in the ionosphere at all latitudes may increase the atmospheric
drag and degrade the duty cycle of missions in low-Earth orbit [4,5]. In this context,
it is important to characterise the physical properties of the upper ionosphere to better
understand the impact of Space Weather phenomena on Earth.
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As mentioned, a key role in the dynamics of the upper ionosphere is played by
the electrical currents located there. At high latitudes, these currents consist mainly of
horizontal (i.e., perpendicular to the main geomagnetic field) Hall and Pedersen currents,
which flow between an altitude of ∼90 km and ∼110 km [6,7], and field-aligned Birkeland
currents, which flow parallel to the main field and connect the upper ionosphere to the
faraway magnetosphere [8–10].

Significant current systems are also present at low and middle latitudes. For example,
the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) is a current system peaking in the ionospheric E region, which
consists of a prominent daytime current flowing eastward along the dip equator together
with reverse and meridional currents [11,12] originating from the uplift of plasma at the
equator and the following divergence into both hemispheres at a few degrees of magnetic
latitude along the geomagnetic field lines. Occasionally, there are days when a westward
current flow is observed, typically lasting for a few hours. This EEJ flow is referred to
as a counter electrojet or reverse electrojet [13–15]. Despite the EEJ-related meridional
currents being expected in the E region, vertical flows at ∼400 km altitude have been
locally detected in the afternoon [16] and interpreted as part of the EEJ current system due
to an F region dynamo driven by zonal winds [17,18]. However, our knowledge of the
EEJ in the F region is still incomplete, such as its intensity, diurnal variation and altitude
distribution. Only in situ measurements can help shed light on the current circuit taking
place at ionospheric heights.

Solar quiet (Sq) currents flow in the ionospheric E region and consist of two vortexes
symmetric with respect to the magnetic equator, one for each hemisphere, and centred at
noon. These currents depend primarily on solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation and so-
lar elevation angle, and are measurable only during solar quiet conditions (see, e.g., [15] and
references therein). In the Northern hemisphere, the Sq current flows in a counter-clockwise
direction, while, in the Southern hemisphere, the Sq current flows in a clockwise direction.
At the dip equator, both hemispheric vortexes participate in the strong zonal EEJ current.
The asymmetry of neutral winds and conductivity between the Northern and Southern
hemispheres leads to an associated asymmetry in the potential difference between hemi-
spheres, which drives inter-hemispheric field-aligned currents (IHFACs, [19,20]), whose
direction varies with LT. In particular, IHFACs flow southward in the dawn sector and
northward in the noon and dusk sectors when the Northern hemisphere is in local sum-
mer [21]. Recently, IHFACs have been detected by satellite observations [20,22,23], which
subsequently highlighted their dependence on LT and their increased intensity around noon
(09–14 LT) with respect to dawn and dusk (05–08 LT and 15–18 LT, respectively). Different
from previous predictions, Park et al. [23] also found summer to winter IHFACs in the
evening. This suggested that these currents have local seasonal signatures that are not still
completely understood. Interestingly, these currents also show features in the F region,
due to the wind-driven dynamo action that provides an upward flowing current above the
dip equator around 18 LT and a downward current around noon, depending on season,
longitude and solar activity [24,25].

Near the magnetic equator, currents associated with the phase of the moon are also
globally observed to occur in the dynamo region, i.e., between 90 km and 150 km alti-
tude [26]. This current system consists of four cells, two for each hemisphere, mainly driven
by semi-diurnal atmospheric lunar tides produced by the gravitational action of the moon
on the Earth’s atmosphere.

The coupling of gravitational and pressure gradient forces with the geomagnetic field
generates electrical currents with intensity inversely proportional to the distance from
the magnetic equator [27,28]. In particular, gravity-driven currents are eastward in the F
region and close in the daytime E region with a westward current. Such a return current is
associated with a westward electric field that exhibits itself as a polarisation electric field
via the Cowling effect, which is also present at low and middle latitudes [28].

A fundamental physical parameter in characterizing the physical state of the iono-
sphere is electrical conductivity, σ. The reasons are mainly twofold. Firstly, electrical
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conductivity is linked to the current density and the electric field accelerating charged
particles via Ohm’s law, and thus directly enters into the computation of these physical
quantities. Secondly, it can allow for estimating the power density dissipated by currents,
as ruled by Poynting’s theorem. In fact, as electrical conductivity is measure of how well
a conductive medium is able to let a current flow, it is inversely proportional to the loss
of energy experienced by currents flowing in a medium due to collisions. In particular,
power density dissipated by a current density of strength J due to Ohm’s dissipation, grows
as J2/σ. In the F region, at altitudes of current cutting-edge satellite missions, such as
Swarm [29] and CSES [30], the only relevant contribution to conductivity is provided by
parallel electrical conductivity, σ||, i.e., conductivity evaluated in the direction parallel to
the geomagnetic field. Recently, Giannattasio et al. [31,32] characterised σ|| in the F region
by in situ measurements derived from the Swarm mission [29]. They employed six years of
electron density and temperature data at 1 s cadence and pointed out the features of σ|| and
their dependence on magnetic latitude, magnetic local time (MLT), seasons, solar and geo-
magnetic activity. In particular, they studied the effect of particle and sunlit precipitation
on the enhancement of conductivity in the cusp and the auroral and subauroral regions.
They suggested, for example, that particle precipitation is responsible for the increased
conductivity in the cusp region and in the nighttime sector, where the reduced collisional
cooling enhances conductivity especially during winter and under disturbed geomagnetic
activity levels at sub-auroral latitudes [32]. In light of this, here we extend their work by
investigating, for the first time, σ|| in the topside ionosphere, at low and middle latitudes
and fixed local times (LTs) as derived from data acquired by the CSES-01 satellite [30]. This
could provide important constraints on the physical state of the ionosphere in relation
to the currents flowing parallel with the geomagnetic field at low and middle latitudes.
The use of data from the CSES-01 satellite is also motivated by the fact that some current
features at low and mid-latitudes are expected to occur mainly within specific narrow LT
ranges. This is, for example, the case for IHFACs, which are expected to show the most
prominent features at LTs around dawn, noon and dusk [22]. Thus, a satellite with an orbit
like that of CSES-01 allows a statistically relevant number of measurements to be collected
within a narrow range of LTs with a relatively low number of transits. Consequently, a data
set of a few years such as that provided by the CSES-01, is sufficient to obtain a collection of
statistics that render the representative values in each bin robust. The novelty of the work
lies in the fact that the information we currently possess on conductivity is mainly derived
from models and/or integrated measurements. A comparison with the results obtained
by using data from the Swarm B satellite (that flies at a similar altitude) is also performed,
in order to both check for the consistency of results obtained from missions flying at similar
altitudes and validate the measurements acquired by the more recent CSES mission. We
remark that despite the main scientific objective of the CSES mission being to investigate
the electric and magnetic perturbations associated with strong earthquakes, its payload
also allows the characterisation, through in situ measurements, of ionospheric plasma and
the geomagnetic and geoelectric fields in the ionospheric F region. Moreover, an accurate
characterisation of the state of the ionosphere is essential to better interpret the measured
signals in relation to the mission’s main task.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data set used to carry
out the current study; in Section 3, we present the analysis performed and its justification
from a physical perspective; Section 4 is devoted to a description of the obtained results; in
Section 5 we discuss the results in light of the previous literature; in Section 6 we summarise
our findings and provide conclusions.

2. Data
2.1. The China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES)

The China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES) is a project of the Chinese Space
Agency’s mission comprising the spread out launch of a series of satellites over the next
10 years. It is intended for monitoring of the electromagnetic environment, mainly for
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seismological investigations. The first satellite of the constellation, i.e., CSES-01, was
launched at the beginning of 2018. CSES-01 flies along a Sun-synchronous orbit with an
inclination of ∼97.4◦ and at an altitude of ∼500 km. The descending and ascending nodes
of the satellite are at around 14:00 LT and 02:00 LT, respectively. Satellites that will be
launched in the future will progressively cover all LTs. An important characteristic of
CSES-01 is that data are acquired only in a geographical latitudinal range between ±70◦,
being, then, representative only of low and middle latitudes. The main goal of the mission
is to investigate the existence of possible correlations between ionospheric perturbations
as well as particle precipitation from the inner Van Allen belts and the occurrence of
strong earthquakes [30]. The CSES-01 payload includes two Langmuir probe (LP) sensors
that allow inferring in situ plasma parameters such as electron density (ne) and electron
temperature (Te) [33,34]. The two LP sensors comprise spheres with a diameter of 5 cm and
1 cm, sensor 1 and 2, respectively, mounted on 50 cm long bars; for hardware and technical
details we refer the reader to [33,34]. Sensor 1 is used to retrieve ne and Te observations
while sensor 2 is used as a backup solution. CSES-01 LP provides ne and Te observations
in the nominal range between 5× 102 cm−3 and 1× 107 cm−3, and between 500 K and
10,000 K, respectively, both with an accuracy of 10% [33,34]. The CSES-01 LP operating
mode (sensor 1) is based on varying the bias voltage between −3 V and +3 V with a step
width of 24 mV, and then measuring the current collected by the probe as a function of the
applied voltage [33]. Specifically, two operational modes are applied for different spatial
regions: survey and burst mode. In survey mode, the sweeping period is 3 s:1 s for both
down- and up-sweeping, and 1 s for the fixed bias voltage. Instead, for burst mode data
the sweeping period is 1.5 s:0.5 s for both down- and up-sweeping, and 0.5 s for the fixed
bias voltage. The burst mode is available only for specific regions of the globe covering
mainly the Chinese territory and the principal subduction zones [30]. Ref. Rui et al. [33]
provided some graphical examples of I-V curves by carefully discussing the calibration
procedure. They pointed out how, in nominal cases, the voltage step applied (24 mV) in the
voltage sweeping bears enough resolution to allow for a reliable characterization of the I-V
curve, and consequent accurate estimation of both ne and Te. They also highlighted some
criticalities in the fitting procedure for non-nominal cases, and the fact that only the up-
sweeping data are used for ne and Te calculation since an interference issue occurs during
the voltage down-sweeping. The reliability of the CSES-01 LP I-V curves was then further
assessed by Yan et al. [35]. For this study, we considered data from sensor 1 obtained between
the period 1 January 2019 to 30 September 2021, for a total of 27,935 semi-orbits, of which 13,957
were collected in the daytime sector and 13,978 in the nighttime one. CSES-01 LP data are freely
available at https://www.leos.ac.cn/ (accessed on 30 August 2022).

2.2. Swarm B Data

In order to check the results obtained by using CSES-01 data, we also considered data
acquired by the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Swarm mission [29] for comparison. To
this aim, we focused on data from the Swarm satellite of the constellation closer in altitude
to CSES-01, namely Swarm B. In order to be consistent with CSES-01 data, we selected the
measurements gathered between the time period from 1 January 2019 to 30 September 2021.
Moreover, we selected Swarm B data covering the same LTs sounded by CSES-01, i.e., in
the range 01:00 ≤ LT < 03:00 for the nighttime sector, and in the range 13:00 ≤ LT < 15:00
for the daytime sector. During the selected period, Swarm B flew in a circular near-polar
orbit at an average altitude of about 510 km and an orbit inclination plane of about 87.7◦.
The so-called “Level 1b” data, downloaded from the LATEST_BASELINES folder of the
ESA’s dissemination server (ftp://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int (accessed on 30 August 2022)). us
with the UTC time, the position of the satellite in Earth-centered geographic coordinates,
electron density and electron temperature at 1 s cadence as measured by the LPs part of
the Electric Field Instrument [36]. The time series acquired was filtered on the basis of
quality flags provided by the Swarm team. In more detail, according to the Swarm Level 1b

https://www.leos.ac.cn/
ftp://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int
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Product Definition document, we excluded data flagged as “non nominal” (i.e., with quality
flags different from either 10 or 20).

3. Methods

Generally, electrical conductivity in the ionosphere is characterised by separating the
component parallel to the geomagnetic field (namely, σ||) and the two components perpen-
dicular to it (Pedersen conductivity, σP, and Hall conductivity, σH [37]). In the F region,
at CSES-01 and Swarm B altitudes, both Pedersen and Hall conductivities are, de facto,
negligible, as they rapidly become insignificant at altitudes above ∼180 km [38,39]. For this
reason, the only relevant contribution we will focus on is that from the parallel conductivity,
σ||. By assuming that, at both CSES-01 and Swarm B altitudes, (1) the ionospheric ions
mostly consist of O+, and (2) the plasma quasi-neutrality holds, for which ion density, ni,
and electron density, ne, are similar (ni ' ne), the electrical conductivity is defined by the
following equation

σ|| = nee2
(

1
meνe

+
1

miνi

)
(1)

where σ|| is the conductivity in the direction parallel to the geomagnetic field, e is the
electron charge, me and mi are the electron and ion mass, respectively, νe = νen + νei and
νi = νin + νie are the collision frequencies of both electrons and ions, respectively, with the
subscript marking the two species colliding (electrons, neutrals, and ions).

As we can see from Equation (1), ionospheric conductivity exhibits an explicit linear
dependence on the electron density. However, the electron–ion collision rates, νe and νi,
depend on both ne and Te, such that conductivity bears a more complicated dependence on
these parameters [37].

From Equation (1), it is evident that, even if νe ∼ νi due to me � mi, the first term in
the parentheses dominates over the second, which can be neglected. Thus, we are left with
the simple relation [40,41]

σ|| =
nee2

meνe
. (2)

Aggarwal et al. [42] constructed a semi-empirical model of the electron-collision
frequency within a range of altitudes between 50–500 km based on both experimental and
theoretical values. According to this model, electron–ion collision frequency dominates
over the collision rate of electrons and ions with neutral particles above ∼170 km. In any
case, the collision frequency shows a clear dependence on solar activity and the different
sunlit conditions due to seasonal changes. Researchers in Vickrey et al. [43] found that
at around 100 km altitude, the effects of daytime electron–neutral particle collisions were
already negligible in computing the electrical conductivity. On the other hand, in the
nighttime, the altitude at which the equality of electron–neutral and electron–ion collision
rate is reached is∼280 km at middle and high latitudes, and a little higher at lower latitudes.
Thus, at middle and low latitudes in the topside ionosphere, or, in other words, at CSES-01
and Swarm B altitudes, we can still safely assume that the collision frequency is basically
dominated by electron–ion collisions, such that νei � νen, and νei � νin [37,42–47]. An
expression for νei can be provided under the mentioned hypothesis of ions comprising only
O+ [37], and reads

νei = neT−3/2
e

[
34 + 4.18ln

(
T3

e
ne

)]
, (3)

where ne and Te are the electron density and temperature, respectively. By plugging
Equation (3) into Equation (2) we find for the parallel electrical conductivity

σ|| =
e2T3/2

e[
34 + 4.18ln

(
T3

e
ne

)]
me

. (4)
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From this relation, the strong dependence of parallel electrical conductivity on the
electron temperature appears evident, mainly due to the dependence σ|| ∝ T3/2

e . Thus, one
can naturally expect to find common features between the two physical quantities, σ|| and
Te [48]. Moreover, the close relationship among σ|| and Te puts in relation the electrical
conductivity with the measure of the energy state (and eventually its dissipation) of the
ionospheric F layer [45].

As we can see from Equation (4), σ|| depends only on ne and Te, which are both
measured by the LPs onboard CSES-01 and Swarm B, so it is possible to obtain in situ
measurements of parallel electrical conductivity in the topside ionosphere via Equation (4).
In what follows, we will adopt cgs units, according to which σ|| is measured in (s−1).

4. Results
4.1. CSES-01 Observations

Maps of σ|| were performed starting from the time series along the CSES-01 (in both
survey and burst modes) and Swarm B satellites’ orbits. Bins are 2◦-wide in latitude and
4◦-wide in longitude, likewise, e.g., in the work by Pezzopane et al. [49]. The set of values
collected within each bin, namely {wi}, has been cleaned from spikes and outliers by using
a median filter. Specifically, the filter works following three steps: (1) the set of absolute
differences, {di}, between {wi} and their median value is evaluated; (2) the median value
of {di} is computed, namely M({di}); (3) the values wi for which di is three times higher
than M({di}) are replaced by the median of {wi}. The value representative of each bin
corresponds to the mean of such filtered series. In Figure 1, we show the results concerning
data acquired by CSES-01 from January 2019 to September 2021, in geodetic coordinates.
The values of σ|| are represented for both the daytime (around 14:00 LT, top panel) and the
nighttime (around 02:00 LT, bottom panel), and are saturated between 1.0 × 1011 s−1 and
6.0 × 1011 s−1.

The most evident feature highlighted by our analysis is the diurnal variation of σ||. In
fact, σ|| depends only on ne and Te, which both exhibit evident day–night asymmetries due
to solar illumination and the effect of EUV ionisation on the daytime ionosphere. For this
reason, due to the contribution of sunlight σ|| enhances in the daytime at middle latitudes,
between 30◦ and 60◦. In the daytime, the lowest values of conductivity (σ|| between
1.0 × 1011 s−1 and 2.0 × 1011 s−1) are observed at low latitudes and regardless of longitude,
i.e., around the magnetic equator. The only exception is between 0◦ and 90◦W of geodetic
longitude, where a feature of low conductivity is observed in correspondence with the South
Atlantic region that extends down to about 45◦S of latitude. This feature seems to be present
at longitudes up to about 90◦E, albeit much fainter. The nature of these patterns is unknown
and needs to be studied in more detail. They are likely due to electron temperature values
being anomalously lower than expected, since parallel electrical conductivity depends
mostly on this quantity as well, evidenced by inspecting Equation (4). The highest values of
conductivity (σ|| between 5.0 × 1011 s−1 and 6.0 × 1011 s−1) are observed between 30◦ and
60◦N. At the same latitudes in the Southern hemisphere, conductivity is appreciably lower
and ranges between 2.5 × 1011 s−1 and 5.0 × 1011 s−1. This hemispherical asymmetry
is probably due to the fact that in the observation period covered by the data, the seasons
are not statistically covered in the same way. In fact, the number of measurements falling
around the summer solstice and spring equinox is greater than the number of measurements
falling around the winter solstice and autumn equinox. In other words, during spring
and summer months, when the solar flux is higher and, thus, both electron density and
temperature increase [39,50] in the Northern hemisphere they are oversampled with respect
to spring and summer months in the Southern hemisphere.
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Figure 1. Maps in geodetic coordinates of σ|| in the daytime (top panel) and in the nighttime (bottom
panel) derived from CSES-01 data. The values within each bin are saturated between 1.0 × 1011 s−1

and 6.0 × 1011 s−1.

In the nighttime, conductivity ranges between 2.0 × 1011 s−1 and 2.5 × 1011 s−1 at
all longitudes and latitudes between about 60◦S and 60◦N. The highest values of conduc-
tivity are observed at latitudes around 60◦S and 60◦N, where they reach values between
5.0 × 1011 s−1 and 6.0 × 1011 s−1, regardless of longitude. These features are comple-
mentary and consistent with those shown by Giannattasio et al. [31,32], who performed
the same analysis by using Swarm A data, but focusing on high quasi-dipole magnetic
latitudes. The enhancements in σ|| are mainly located in the subauroral regions, and have
been interpreted as the joint effect of particle precipitation from the nighttime magneto-
sphere together with the reduced cooling effect [51–54]. According to this hypothesis,
the decrease in electron and ion density (especially in winter) reduces the electron–ion
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collisions and, as a consequence, also reduces the energy loss carried by, e.g., particles
precipitating from the magnetosphere. As a consequence, these particles preserve much of
their energy, of which Te is a measure. These results are consistent with previous ones by
the same authors. In fact, in their recent work, Giannattasio et al. [31] demonstrated that the
features in the nighttime at ∼60◦ latitude and between 01:00 and 03:00 MLT, which roughly
corresponds to the LT sounded by CSES-01, arise from particle precipitation phenomena
due to the magnetosphere–ionosphere coupling processes.

4.2. Comparison with Swarm B Observations

To check the consistency of the results shown in Figure 1, we performed the same
analysis for the Swarm B satellite, which flies at an altitude similar to that of CSES-01. To this
aim, we realised maps of σ|| in geodetic coordinates starting from the time series acquired
by Swarm B in the same time window (from January 2019 to September 2021), with the
same binning (2◦ in latitude and 4◦ in longitude) and after applying the same filtering as
performed for the CSES-01 satellite. In Figure 2, we show the results. Furthermore, in this
case, the values of σ|| are represented in both the daytime (around 14:00 LT, top panel) and
the nighttime (around 02:00 LT, bottom panel), and are saturated between 1.0 × 1011 s−1

and 6.0 × 1011 s−1. Our analysis highlights the diurnal variation of σ||, as expected, due to
the diurnal variation of both Te and ne on which σ|| depends. In more detail, σ|| is enhanced
in the daytime at middle latitudes, between 30◦ and 60◦. In the daytime, the lowest values
of conductivity are observed, again, at low latitudes and regardless of longitude. This time,
conductivity around the dip equator ranges between 2.0 × 1011 s−1 and 3.5 × 1011 s−1,
thus, it is about twice the conductivity observed by CSES-01 in the same region. However,
the shapes of the emerging features are pretty similar, and traces of the “anomalous” low-
conductivity feature are visible between 0◦ and 90◦W longitude in correspondence with
the South Atlantic region as well. The highest values of σ|| range between 5.0 × 1011 s−1

and 6.0 × 1011 s−1 and are located between 30◦ and 60◦ in both hemispheres, where the
values of σ|| are, in general, comparable. At around 60◦ latitude and 90◦W longitude in the
Southern hemisphere, the values of σ|| are slightly higher than in the Northern hemisphere.

In the nighttime, σ|| ranges between 1.5 × 1011 s−1 and 3.0 × 1011 s−1 at all longitudes
and latitudes between about 60◦S and 60◦N. The highest values of σ|| are observed at
latitudes around 60◦S and 60◦N at longitudes between 0◦E and 180◦E, where they reach
values higher than 6.0 × 1011 s−1.
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Figure 2. Maps in geodetic coordinates of σ|| in the daytime (top panel) and in the nighttime (bottom
panel) derived from Swarm B data. The values within each bin are saturated between 1.0 × 1011 s−1

and 6.0 × 1011 s−1.

4.3. IRI Modeled Values

A modelling representation of σ|| at CSES-01 altitudes can be computed by applying the
International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model [55], which is the empirical climatological
model of the ionosphere recognized as the official ISO standard [56]. IRI provides hourly
and monthly median values of electron density, electron and ion temperature, and ion
composition in the ionosphere. In this work, IRI was run for the same time period, with the
same sampling rate and at the same positions of the CSES-01 satellite, as though IRI values
and CSES-01 were co-located. This guaranteed the correspondence between modeled and
measured values. In running the IRI model, we selected the NeQuick topside option [57–60].
The values of Te computed by the IRI are based on the model by Truhlik et al. [61]. These
are the default options in the current version of IRI, i.e., IRI-2016. Due to the scarcity of
electron density and temperature data at very high latitudes, the IRI model is particularly
accurate in modelling these quantities at low and middle latitudes, despite it being much
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more reliable in representing the state of the ionosphere at high latitudes than most of the
physics-based models [62–64]. It is worth noting that there exist other ionospheric empirical
models with performances even higher than that of IRI. However, these models can be
applied only at regional scales for a selected range of latitudes (see, e.g., [65]). Starting from
the computation of ne and Te with the IRI model at any CSES-01 location, we can obtain IRI-
based values of σ|| by using Equation (4). The results are shown in Figure 3. In that figure,
it is evident that IRI reproduces the diurnal variation of σ|| and, in particular, no features
are present in the nighttime at low and middle latitudes, where σ|| is uniform and of the
order of 1011 s−1. At the highest latitudes covered by CSES-01, σ|| reaches ∼3 × 1011 s−1.
In the daytime, the values of σ|| are smaller than those obtained with CSES-01, reaching
∼4 × 1011 s−1 between 30◦ and 60◦ latitude in both hemispheres. Within ±30◦ latitude, σ||
is minimum and ranges between 2 × 1011 s−1 and 2.5 × 1011 s−1.

Figure 3. Maps in geodetic coordinates of σ|| in the daytime (top panel) and in the nighttime
(bottom panel) derived from IRI modeled data. The values within each bin are saturated between
1.0 × 1011 s−1 and 6.0 × 1011 s−1.
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5. Discussion

In the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) description of ionospheric plasma, the gener-
alised Ohm’s law provides the following expression for the electric field, E, namely:

E =
me

e2
D
Dt

(
J
n

)
− v× B +

(
J||
σ||

+
J⊥
σ⊥

)
+

J× B−∇ · Pe

ne
, (5)

where me is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, D/Dt = ∂/∂t + v · ∇ is the total
derivative operator, J is the current density, v is the plasma bulk velocity, B is the geomag-
netic field vector, Pe is the stress tensor due to the rate of energy transfer by electrons, n is
the plasma density under the hypothesis of quasi-neutrality, and the || and ⊥ subscripts
denote parallel and perpendicular directions with respect to the geomagnetic field, respec-
tively. When restricted to the dynamics parallel to the geomagnetic field (i.e., by considering
the scalar product of Equation (5) with the geomagnetic field versor), and neglecting (1) the
electronic inertia term (first term in the right-hand side) with respect to the parallel electric
field; (2) the stress tensor term, as in MHD the collective effect due to the electric field
dominates over the local thermal motion of charges and the viscous stress is also negligible
due to collisions; the generalised Ohm’s law reduces to the following simple Equation [66]:

E|| =
J||
σ||
⇒ J|| = σ||E||. (6)

By assuming finite average values of E||, Equation (6) implies that a substantial increase
in σ|| should be associated with an appreciable increase in J|| and vice versa. On the contrary,
regions with small values of σ|| should correspond to regions where J|| is also small.

It is important to mention that the EEJ system comprises both reverse and meridional
currents, which are part of the Sq symmetric vortexes with respect to the magnetic equator.
The latter, in conjunction with the uplift of plasma up to the F region, could be relevant
in the pre- and post-noon sectors, allowing the flow of currents along the geomagnetic
field and resulting in enhanced σ|| just above (or below) the dip equator. If this were the
case, meridional currents participating in the Sq-EEJ system should enhance between ±30◦

and ±60◦, as shown in the top panel of Figure 1. In fact, it is well known that under
quiet conditions the vortexes features of the Sq-EEJ current system are symmetric in both
hemispheres and confined in a range of latitudes between 0◦ and ±60◦ in the daytime.
These patterns slightly change with seasons [15,67]. This means that at the daytime’s
LTs covered by the CSES-01 mission, a northward meridional current is expected in the
Northern hemisphere, and a southward current is expected in the Southern hemisphere. A
possible effect in the ionospheric F region, if present, is consistent with the enhancement of
σ|| up to ±60◦ observed in the top panel of Figure 1. Similarly, the lunar current system
consists of four cells covering the same latitudes of Sq-EEJ currents but are present at all
universal (or local) times. In general, in the Northern hemisphere, the current flowing in
the westward vortex circulates counter-clockwise, while in the eastward vortex the current
flows clockwise. Currents circulating in opposite directions are observed in the vortexes
occurring in the Southern hemisphere [68]. Furthermore, in this case, apart from the
vortexes’ centres, meridional currents are present with a predominant component parallel
to the low- and middle-latitude geomagnetic field, such as to eventually enhance σ||.

Despite most ionospheric models relying on the position σ|| → ∞, which is equivalent
to assuming equipotential geomagnetic field lines, σ|| actually has finite values [31,32]. This
means that potential differences can be achieved between conjugate points linked by the
same geomagnetic field line and generate IHFACs [19], whose direction depends on LT [21].
The typical pattern of IHFACs consists of cross-equatorial currents connecting the foci of Sq
vortexes [69]. On the other hand, in the top panel of Figure 1 it is evident that there are no
signatures of IHFACs in the F region crossing the dip equator in the σ|| map at the LT of the
CSES-01 mission. This suggests that IHFACs, if present, are restricted to a very tiny range
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of LTs around dawn, noon and dusk, so that at 14 LT there can be no features associated
with these currents. This argument is consistent with the scenario of IHFACs connecting
the foci of Sq vortexes around noon. However, it is important to remark that here we are
pursuing a “climatological” study (i.e., based on the whole available data set) and we are
not discerning, for example, among different seasons due to the restricted time window of
the CSES-01 observations available. On the other hand, it is well known that there is a clear
dependence of IHFACs strengths measured at different LTs on the seasons [23]. To further
investigate this point, additional data from the CSES-01 mission are needed.

The calculation of σ|| relies on Equation (3), which is based on the assumption that O+

is the dominant ionic species at CSES-01 and Swarm altitudes. This assumption is certainly
true during daytime, but may not be valid at nighttime during periods of low solar activity
such as that considered in this study. In fact, large depletions in the O+ density have been
observed during very low solar activity (F10.7 ≤ 70 sfu) through in situ measurements
for some orbits in the pre-dawn sector of the topside ionosphere [70–74], which are more
significant during winter [74]. These depletions make the density of O+ ions comparable
to, or even lower than, that of H+ ions. Recently, Huba et al. [73] provided a physical
explanation for observations based on simulations using neutral atmosphere inputs. They
argued that the O+ depletions are basically caused by two main effects: (1) The lowering of
H+/O+ transition height during some orbits together with (2) A prolonged downward
E× B plasma drift velocity. Measurements with ground facilities such as incoherent
scatter radars (ISRs) confirmed this behaviour. For example, Vaishnav et al. [75] studied the
H+/O+ transition height using the measurements of ISR at Arecibo Observatory, and found
that during low solar activity conditions, the mean transition height is about 750 km during
the daytime and 500 km at nighttime. Regardless, even if the H+ density was larger than
the O+ one at the CSES-01 and Swarm B satellite altitudes, the results shown in this work
would remain practically unchanged for two reasons: (1) One of the assumptions that make
Equation (3) valid is that the mass associated with the positive ion, mi, is much greater than
me [44,50]. This is certainly true in the case mi ≡ mO+ , but it is still more than reasonable
in the case mi ≡ mH+ ; (2) The main features discussed in this work are observed in the
daytime, when O+ is definitely the dominant species at 500 km altitude. Regarding point
(1), it is useful to show the independence of νei from the mass of the ions involved in
electron–ion collisions. In a more general form of Equation (3), the mass of ions only enters
through a multiplicative factor, let us refer to it as µ, given by [44]

µ =
mi + me

(mime)1/2(mi + me)1/2 . (7)

All the other terms participating in the definition of νei remain unchanged as mi
changes. With the condition mi � me, we obtain a reduced µ, let us call it µ∗, which is
µ∗ ' m−1/2

e and leads to Equation (3). When considering mi ≡ mO+ we obtain a µ(O+) that
varies by 0.0017% from µ∗. Similarly, when considering mi ≡ mH+ we obtain a µ(H+) that
varies by 0.0274% from µ∗. These variations are clearly negligible and prove the validity of
Equation (3) irrespective of the dominant ion species. However, a more in-depth study of
σ|| at different ionospheric heights is postponed to a later work.

The comparison of CSES-01 with Swarm B data highlights a consistency between
measurements from the two satellites. In addition, the results obtained by using Swarm B
data are also consistent with those found by Giannattasio et al. [31]. For example, in that
work, it is shown that σ|| reaches ∼4.8 × 1011 s−1 at 15:00 MLT and ±50◦ latitude in both
hemispheres. At high latitude, between 60◦ and 80◦, features associated with subauroral
and auroral regions are clearly visible, especially in the Southern hemisphere at about 60◦S
of latitude. These enhancements in σ|| are consistent with those obtained from CSES-01 data
and have been interpreted as the joint effect of particle precipitation from the nighttime
magnetosphere and the reduced cooling effect [31,32], which represent two fundamental
mechanisms in the context of magnetosphere–ionosphere coupling.
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When comparing Figures 1 and 2, two major differences emerge in the features pre-
sented: (1) the maps obtained with CSES-01 (Figure 1) appear much ‘sharper’ and capable
of resolving smaller-scale structures; (2) the maps obtained with Swarm B exhibit longi-
tudinal structures that seem to trace the orbits of the satellite. Both of these effects can
be attributed to the poorer statistics of Swarm B observations in the time window and at
the LTs selected by CSES-01. In fact, although Swarm’s measurements are characterised
by a 1 s cadence (thus, 1.5 to 3.0 times faster than CSES-01’s cadence), CSES-01’s orbit
geometry provides much better statistical coverage at the indicated LTs. This is clearly
visible in Figure 4, where we show the number of counts falling within each bin for both
CSES-01 (top row) and Swarm B (bottom row) missions in the daytime (left column) and
in the nighttime (right column). As we can see, the number of measurements acquired by
CSES-01 in the selected time window is much higher than the number of measurements
acquired by Swarm B in the same time window. In fact, while Swarm B collected from 1000
to 3000 measurements in both hemispheres, CSES-01 collected from 5000 in survey mode
(at 3.0 s cadence) to over 10,000 measurements in burst mode (at 1.5 s cadence), the latter
being targeted at the Chinese territory and the Pacific coast of America. This substantial
difference in counts is reflected in the smoothness of the maps shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 4. Number of counts (in units of 103) falling within each bin for both CSES-01 (top row) and
Swarm B (bottom row) missions in the daytime (left column) and in the nighttime (right column).

Our results highlight the presence of some peculiar σ|| structures whose nature needs
to be further investigated. One of them is, for sure, the decreased σ|| at low latitudes
and particularly over the South Atlantic ocean. Thus, by considering that the major
contribution to σ|| comes from Te, we asked the following: Are these features mainly due to
corresponding Te variations? Is there any physical rather than instrumental effect justifying
such variations? To answer these questions, we investigated the Te variations of CSES-01,
Swarm B, and IRI observations, as previously performed for σ||.

Figure 5 shows maps in the geodetic coordinates of Te mean values measured by CSES-
01 and Swarm B, and modeled by IRI, for the daytime sector on the left, and the nighttime
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sector on the right. The datasets and data processing employed are the same as those used
to obtain σ|| maps. The three datasets exhibit similar large-scale patterns but with significant
differences in the details and in magnitude. Overall, both satellites record Te values higher
than those modelled by IRI. In the daytime, CSES records higher Te at Northern mid-
latitudes compared to both Swarm B and IRI, while the differences are levelled in the
Southern hemisphere. At low latitudes, the comparison is more complicated with CSES-
01 showing low values in the South Atlantic region which superpose the expected low
values around the geomagnetic equator. To a much more minor extent, this behaviour can
also be seen in Swarm B data. This region of low Te values is not visible in IRI because,
by construction, the IRI Te model does not explicitly consider longitudinal variations
in geographic coordinates [61]. Nighttime values are characterised by similar spatial
patterns among the three datasets, with highest values at auroral latitudes and lowest
at low and mid-latitudes. However, at low and mid-latitudes, CSES-01 and Swarm B
values are remarkably higher than IRI ones [76]. As described before, most of the Swarm B
longitudinal variations are due to the limited extension of the dataset here considered. This
is particularly evident in the nighttime.

Figure 5. Maps in geodetic coordinates of electron temperature mean values measured by CSES-01
(top panels), Swarm B (middle panels), and modeled by IRI-2016 along CSES-01 orbits (bottom
panels). Left panels represent the daytime sector (13–15 LT), right panels denote the nighttime sector
(01–03 LT). Data encompass the period from 1 January 2019 to 30 September 2021. The black thick
curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.
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To highlight the differences between CSES-01 and Swarm B Te datasets, we performed
a statistical comparison through joint probability distributions (JPDs) between such datasets.
Specifically, the mean Te values reported in Figure 5 are used to calculate JPDs between
CSES-01 and Swarm B in Figure 6, which reports the JPDs between Swarm B Te (on x-axis)
and corresponding values by CSES-01 (on the y-axis), in blue scale, for the daytime sector
on top, and nighttime one on bottom. The mean and standard deviation values of CSES-01
Te conditioned by Swarm B Te are calculated and represented as black circles and error bars,
respectively. The magenta lines in Figure 6 are the result of a linear fit applied to the mean
values of CSES-01 Te conditioned by Swarm B Te (black points), with coefficients given in
the legend. We also provide the Pearson correlation coefficient (R-Pearson) describing the
linear correlation between the two distributions. The picture emerging from this statistical
comparison is overall in quite good linear agreement between the two datasets, particularly
in the daytime, as testified by high R-Pearson values. Daytime values agree both in
magnitude and variation across a wide range of values between 1700 and 3600 K, despite the
standard deviation values (error bars) being non-negligible. Nighttime values show a dual
behaviour below and above 2000 K. Below 2000 K, encompassing the observations collected
at low and mid-latitudes, CSES-01 Te values are quite constant at about 1800–1900 K
while Swarm B values vary in the range 1300–2000 K. This can only be partly explained
by the limited Swarm B dataset for such LT. However, above 2000 K, encompassing the
observations collected at auroral latitudes, CSES-01 underestimates Swarm B; the higher
the Te, the higher the underestimation.

By comparing Te maps of Figure 5 with corresponding σ|| maps in Figures 1–3, it is
clear how much Te contributes to the explanation of σ|| spatial patterns. Indeed, the spa-
tial structures we see in Te match those exhibited by σ|| in an excellent fashion, and the
corresponding magnitude variations are also in good agreement. Thus, the fine “anoma-
lous” features of σ|| in the daytime in the South Atlantic region pointed out by CSES-01
observations are consistent with the coarse features exhibited by Swarm B, and reflect the
behaviour of Te in the same region. This is also supported by the maps uploaded in the
additional material (not reported here) and showing the values of σ|| derived from Swarm
B measurements averaged upon seven years of data (1 January 2014 to 31 December 2020).
In that case, when the number of Swarm B counts within each bin of the map is comparable
with the number of CSES-01 counts within each bin, and when all seasons are sampled in
the same way, Swarm B exhibits almost the same “anomalous” fine features as CSES-01. In
conclusion, the consistency between both CSES-01 and Swarm B measurements, especially
in the daytime, may suggest a physical origin of Te, and thus, of σ||, “anomalous” features,
whose nature needs to be further investigated in the future. On the other hand, in the top-
side F-region above the South Atlantic geomagnetic field anomaly, a remarkable Te increase
(up to over 1000 K) above the typical values was observed (see, e.g., [77–81] and references
therein), especially in the nighttime, in conjunction with an increased particle precipitation
in that region. Thus, future studies have to face and deepen such apparently conflicting
results in order to shed light on the physical processes active within the ionospheric region
above the South Atlantic.
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Figure 6. Joint probability distributions between CSES-01 (y-axis) and Swarm B (x-axis) Te mean
values represented in Figure 5. Top panel refers to the daytime sector (13–15 LT), bottom panel to the
nighttime sector (01–03 LT). In each panel, histograms of the counts are also reported: on the right
and in blue for CSES-01; on top and in red for Swarm B. The black circles refer to the mean values of
CSES-01 Te conditioned by Swarm B Te, with error bars as the standard deviation. The magenta line
is the linear fit on black points, with coefficients given in the legend. Dashed black line denotes the
first-third quadrant bisector.

6. Summary, Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The investigation of parallel electrical conductivity, σ||, in the ionospheric F region
by in situ measurements is fundamental to gain information on the physical state of the
topside ionosphere and to study the processes occurring there. Future ionospheric models
need to consider the constraints provided by in situ measurements in order to become
increasingly reliable. Recently, σ|| has been investigated at the middle and high latitudes,
and put in relation with the auroral and subauroral processes that play a crucial role in
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the magnetosphere–ionosphere coupling [31,32]. However, studying the behaviour of σ||
at low and middle latitudes may help fill the gap in knowledge regarding the dynamical
processes involving currents and, eventually, their dissipation at lower latitudes. In this
work, for the first time we investigated the features of σ|| at low and middle latitudes and
in two restricted ranges of LTs (in both the daytime and nighttime) by employing data from
the promising CSES-01 mission. The results obtained may be briefly itemised as follows:

• There is a diurnal variation in σ||, due to the diurnal variation in ne and Te on which
σ|| depends;

• In the daytime, σ|| is enhanced between ±30◦ and ±60◦ latitude and at all longitudes,
while it is minimal around the dip equator. The only exception is in correspondence
with the South Atlantic region, where an “anomalous” spot of low σ|| extends down
to about −45◦ latitude;

• In the daytime, there is a slight hemispheric asymmetry in the σ|| values;
• In the nighttime, the values of σ|| are generally low except at subauroral latitudes,

i.e., around 60◦S and 60◦N;
• The features of σ|| in the daytime are compatible with the presence of Sq-EEJ

current systems;
• Results from CSES-01 data are consistent with those from Swarm B, which orbits at

a similar altitude. The only difference in the shape of patterns is due to the different
statistical coverage of the measurements from the two satellites in the selected time
window and at the CSES-01 LTs;

• Both satellites show conductivity values that are generally higher than those expected
by ionosphere models such as IRI;

• The study of Te in the same time window suggests the physical nature of the fine
features observed by CSES-01 and the coarse features observed by Swarm B, especially
in the daytime. Indeed, Te features reflect those found in σ||.

The results presented in this work are consistent with previous findings concerning cer-
tain processes taking place at low and middle latitudes, such as, for example, the presence
of a Sq-EEJ current system in the daytime together with the onset of IHFACs connecting
hemispheres at specific LTs. However, the future extension of the CSES-01 data set is
necessary to highlight both the seasonal and solar/geomagnetic activity dependence of σ||.
It would also be interesting to investigate the altitude profile of σ||, using measurements
from other facilities and models of the density and temperature profiles of the various
species involved. For these reasons, a more detailed study will follow.
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CSES China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite
EEJ Equatorial Electrojet
EIA Equatorial Ionization Anomaly
ESA European Space Agency
EUV Extreme Ultraviolet
IHFACs Inter-Hemispheric Field-Aligned Currents
IRI International Reference Ionosphere
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MHD Magnetohydrodynamics
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